
President Trump, by executive order, create this Racial Equality Law: In Court All are to be considered the Same Race by Judges and Juries. And No one is to be Condemned or Rewarded based on Race. Only the Crime is to be considered.

That would go a long way to create - Real Respect - between Black and White. All suddenly become - Persons of Color. White is a color also - Stupid Judges, politicians, Educators and Demon Media. The “person of Color” statement is Racist: All are included in that - Preference - Except White men, women, and children.

If Congress or Judges do Not support this “Color Blind Justice” Racial Equality Law: I suggested President Trump Create. White Self-Defense Effectively is Repealed. A Black Attack License Prevails. America is becoming a Socialist Hell. Political prostitutes are Pandering to the Loudest Screamers, where equality and truth is irrelevant.

President Obama’s Black Racist Legacy Lives: The Statement “Black Lives Matter” is Mind Twisting Racist Propaganda: With the objective of - Intimidation, Indoctrination and Disinformation. And a Black Racist Attack on all white peoples Self-Defense, a Police officer’s ability to Arrest Black Criminals and protect Americans. Black Criminals Attacks - White Self Defense Not Acceptable and will beProsecuted to Appease Black Racist, because they vote Left. Therefore, can do No wrong and if they do wrong it is Justified because “Black Lives Matter”?

Black livers matter Leaders: Do Not care about lives. The death of blacks killed by police or a white person defending themselves is to them - a Wonderful Opportunity to Pretend Offence, Justify Hate based on Race, destroy property, kill, and attack innocent white people. And be praised by - Criminal Democratic Party Leaders, Media, and Dimwitted Republicans.

The “Black Lives Matter” Leaders: know - Justifying black criminals means more crime and death in black neighborhoods. But their - Black Racist hatred and Resentment or white people and desire to Dominate them - is so great: To Black Lives Mater” Leaders - “Black Lives Do Not Matter” neither do the Lives of their white neighbors or police.

Police have been robbed of their responsibility to restrain and arrest a violent black criminal. If they do overpower and restrain a violent black criminal and he is seriously injured or killed. Criminal Democratic Party Leaders and Demon Media: Falsely accuse - Police of Criminal conduct and present violent black criminals as Victims. Why? For Political Advantage: Deceitfully inspire hate among blacks to drive them to vote in greater numbers. Most Blacks are Mind Slaves of Mad-Leftist.

Because Black Racist - Propaganda “Black Lives Matter” is Trumpeted by Demon Media Constantly - White Self-Defense when attacked by a black criminal
that results in injury or death will be prosecuted and assumed Guilty: Because “Black Lives Matter.”

Playing Victim: And Screaming - Black Lives Matter” is so much fun. White People - Easily Intimidated Surrender and start shouting “black lives matter” also. The stupid bastards - give money, some volunteer to serve and support Black Racist attacks on white people and America. Rich white people, especially white, University Brainwashed - young women, are so easily intimidated. They are applauding black racism and Justifying Hate for police and white people.

What makes the Propaganda of “Black Lives Matter” dangerous is: For political advantage Support from the Democratic Party and Media Demons - Trumpeting their Propaganda endlessly. Media Demons and the Democratic Party: Justify Criminal Blacks Violently Resisting Arrest and Attacking Police. Innocent Blood is on their hands.

**America’s first Black Racist President Legacy Lives:** Must Love your Black Criminal – Innocent or Guilt irrelevant. Self Defense when Black Attack White - will be prosecuted. The black Criminal - Michael Brown becomes a hearo for attacking police. The Innocent Police officer defending himself - Fired to appease damned black racist and their admires in Leftist media. **Innocent George Zimmerman** - attacked by Travon Martin was Prosecuted - though everyone knew he was defending himself from a violent black criminal.

Blacks Racist Violently Attack with their fist innocent white, older men, and women in shopping mauls and on the streets in broad daylight. Rendering them unconscious and helplessly lying on the ground. Arrogant and Racist Black Leaders call the Black Racist Attacks a “Knockout Game” and the Damned Demon Media agreed. There are many other examples to **President Obama’s Black Racist Legacy** of: Black must be honored criminal or Not - White must be condemned innocent or Not.

None of these Violent Racist Blacks were called Racist by Politicians or Media, Why? Answer: Our damned Racist Uncivil-Civil Rights Laws Legalize Black Racism. Only White people can be Civil rights guilty and only black civil rights offended. That is Legal Black Racism and Surrendering “Racial Equality.

Jesus Christ Teaching: Love God and your Neighbor as yourself is such a simple and pure concept. Consider others better than yourself instead of yourself a victim of others is pure and faultless. Why are these teaching banned from education and Congress?

Congress and Judges – Repent: The day of your death is Judgment Day - you will Not remember being dead. You will awaken facing Judgment and the Lake of Fire – or receive a welcome into the promised kingdom of God. Praise God. Jesus Christ Crucified is Light that shines beyond the grave.
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